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IT’S TIM
E

TO REVISIT 

CHATBOTS’ 

ABILITY TO 

INTELLIGENTLY 

INTERACT W
ITH 

CUSTOM
ERS

INTRODUCTION
We’ve all heard of conversational commerce, a term

coined by hashtag inventor Chris Messina in 2016, the year
when Facebook bought WhatsApp and voice assistants were

launched by almost every big technology player. Chris predicted
that in that same year, conversational commerce would take off as

the hottest, most adopted sales channel by brands across the globe,
enabling personalised interactions and sales through machine learning

and AI-powered conversational automation, better known to many as
instant messaging chatbots.

But this prediction didn’t come to fruition in 2016. Two years later, a
NewVoiceMedia survey¹ revealed public frustration, with 46% of users reporting
chatbots were being used by companies to keep them away from a live agent,
and 41% felt they lacked a human touch.

Many of us have interacted with chatbots as the first point of contact on 
the customer service journey with varying degrees of success.
And when it comes to product discovery, education, and purchase, the
adoption of chatbots and AI has been lagging. While Chris’ 
conversational commerce utopia was premature back 
in 2016, the moment to revisit chatbots’ ability to 
intelligently interact with customers, deliver content, 
and amplify commerce is now upon us.



THE SIZE 
OF THE PRIZE

The wider implications of the technology are staggering. Chatbot 
eCommerce transactions are expected to reach $112 billion by 2023. 
By 2024, worldwide consumer retail spend via chatbots is projected to 
reach $142 billion, a huge jump from $2.9 billion in 20192. This upward 
slope in conversational commerce revenue and the rise in social selling, 
plus consumer habits of browsing on multiple devices, presents a clear 
necessity for brands to invest in developing an integrated conversational 
commerce strategy. This is necessary to provide customers with the 
personalisation they crave and an environment they trust.

A NEW ERA FOR 
CONVERSATIONAL 

COMMERCE
Commerce is evolving. As we move further into this decade, two 

foundational, distinct yet interlinked principles are influencing how we 
approach growth activations: personalisation and trust. 

As a cookie-less and closed two-way communication system, direct messaging
has an intrinsic advantage in trust and safety over other digital marketing
channels. In a 2021 LivePerson survey, 62% of participants were comfortable

divulging information when asked directly in a messaging conversation3. The
ability to have a direct, intimate interaction with the brand is providing consumers
with a highly desired antithesis to previous cookie-led approaches to
personalisation. 76% of consumers are concerned about websites using cookies to
capture their activity or brands that use cookies to track their information. But they
do trust brands that ask for their information via messaging.

When it comes to personalisation, customers are increasingly demonstrating a
desire for automated yet tailored conversational commerce. In the same LivePerson
survey, 83% of consumers worldwide said they would browse or buy products in
messaging conversations, 60% of respondents were comfortable reordering
regularly purchased products through instant messaging, while 58% were
comfortable receiving customised sales, coupons, or offers. More than half renewed
contracts using a chatbot or received reminders about ordering presents for
upcoming holidays.

There is mounting evidence that this next generation of chatbots
provides a level of personalisation and trust that’s rivalled by few
other marketing channels. With vast improvements in
conversational artificial intelligence finally starting to pay off,
technologies available today are creating the sophisticated bots
Chris envisioned back in 2016.

1) A Nation of Serial Switchers, NewVoiceMedia, a Vonage company, 2018 

2) The 2021 Conversational Marketing Report. ThreeSixTee, 2021
3) Consumer Preferences for Conversational Commerce & AI. LivePearson. 2021 



CONVERSATIONAL 
COMMERCE FOR SOCIAL
Taking into consideration the current state of commerce, particularly social
commerce, where inspiration, consideration, and conversion are all happening at
once, the opportunity for conversational commerce is immense.

For more than 1 in 4 internet users, the main reason to use social media is to find
products to purchase4. By tapping into social data, brands can create personalised
social-first offers using AI in addition to live agents across social and owned
channels. This creates an integrated, seamless buying experience through a
conversational API with access to purchase information from storefronts.

As an alternative content delivery system, conversational commerce provides users
with an interactive experience quickly and conveniently. And there’s an even bigger
advantage – the entire journey is prompted by their decision to engage with the
brand and fully lead the interaction. For brands and marketers who strive to be
more customer-centric, conversational commerce has a clear advantage.

There are both historical and current examples of companies achieving stellar
results when delivering a great conversational commerce experience. For example,
PS Dept, a start-up based in New York, saw a 30% average overall conversion rate5

after aiming to replace the personal shopper section of retail stores, letting users
ask broad questions via text or through their app to get recommendations from
actual human stylists with the help of AI/bot technology. MissPompadour, an online
paints retailer, saw a 90% conversion rate after consultation6 by meeting
customers on their preferred messaging channel, WhatsApp. A leading travel
agency in Germany, TUI Germany, used Apple Messages for Business and iMessage
to send newsletter subscribers current offers and travel tips, resulting in an average
clickthrough rate of 35%. They recognised that the newsletters would arrive directly
to the consumer and, as is often the case with email, would not end up in a spam
folder. The benefits of providing great experiences on consumers’ preferred
messaging channels are clear.

KPIS BEYOND REVENUE
Incremental revenue contribution is often the primary KPI for conversational
commerce. However, many brands are also tracking and measuring the additional
outcomes and benefits of connecting with customers on their preferred social
media networks and apps including loyalty program sign-ups, appointment and
reservation booking, lead generation, and repeat purchases. What’s proving true for
all brands is that engaging on these channels drives more engagement of all types.
No matter your preferred mix, the appeal of the consumers’ preferred apps is that
they allow a brand relationship to live right there on the device next to all the
contacts and conversations the consumer has with friends and family. Delivering a
great experience in messaging will keep your brand top of mind while building
brand equity.

Tracking beyond revenue will provide a more holistic view of success since the
technology has flexible applications throughout the customer lifecycle. As a
customer experience channel, resolution expediency and agent efficiency may be
key. For content delivery, depth and breadth of interaction can indicate intent. And

with increasingly sophisticated media targeting, 
remarketing to audiences who engaged with 

a chatbot can lead to higher conversion and 
retention rates.



1

CREATING YOUR 
CONVERSATIONAL 
COMMERCE 
STRATEGY
Many direct-to-consumer businesses are trying to figure out 
how conversational commerce fits with their existing growth 
strategies and where to start their journey. Within those 
organisations, marketing teams are trying to land the optimal 
user-centric experience, while IT teams are devising the 
technologies required to deliver those experiences at scale. Few 
businesses have the right tools, expertise, and resources in-
house, which is where specialised social commerce agencies like 
VMLY&R and technology companies like Sprinklr come into play.

Consistent, quick, meaningful conversations can drive trust and loyalty. It’s critical to
take an honest look at the experience you’re currently delivering to your customer
base. Is it consistent across every interaction on every medium? A poor experience
indicates to your customers that you’re more interested in a transaction than a
relationship. It’s the fastest way to alienate the audience you’re trying to reach.
Before you begin your conversational commerce journey, examine customer
satisfaction scores, frequency, length of contacts, and, if applicable, number of
repeat purchases.

2

AUDIT THE EXISTING DIRECT 
MESSAGING EXPERIENCE.

UNDERSTAND YOUR 
CUSTOMERS’ PREFERRED 
PLATFORMS AND THEIR 
STRENGTHS.

Too many brands make the mistake of using the channels they prefer instead of the
channels their customers use. Are there additional platforms where your customers
are engaging but you’re not responding? If so, you’re missing out on valuable
opportunities. Examine audience habits and how they tend to use certain platforms
for a winning strategy. For instance, platforms such as Twitter and WhatsApp are
more support and service-oriented. Instagram, on the other hand, is more often
skewed towards product questions and prospect engagement, with consumers
showing purchase intent.

No matter your preferred mix, remember that the appeal of direct messaging apps
is their ability to allow a brand relationship to live right there on the device next to all
the contacts and conversations the consumer has with friends and family. Delivering
a great experience in messaging will keep your brand top of mind.



An example of advanced AI is that Sprinklr’s Conversational 
AI can read a customer’s intent and cues, even if they switch 
languages or issues mid-conversation.

https://www.sprinklr.com/features/conversational-ai-chatbots/

Establishing your end goals, whether that’s serving existing demand or acquiring 
new customers. For some brands, the main challenge is getting a handle on the high 
volume of incoming direct messages. Fielding queries effectively, relieving agents, 
and achieving high levels of automated support could be your immediate priority.

To expand into new audiences, a social commerce approach of blending content 
marketing, media targeting, and promotion redemption can provide the appropriate 
foundation for chatbot success. 

The most popular journey goals for brands today include: 

• Add to cart

• Track my order

• Stores near me

• Browse products

• Schedule appointment

• Return & exchange

• Offers

• Raise a complaint

• Talk to an agent

Regardless of the path you choose, leveraging AI is the key to success in a 
conversational commerce strategy. AI-powered technology provides highly 
accurate customer intent detection up front so that each interaction can either be 
quickly routed to the right team member, or a chatbot can guide the customer 
down the correct journey. On top of that, chatbots with advanced personalisation 
skills keep customers from abandoning their issue or cart. In fact, 90% of customer 
service leaders⁷ say personalisation is core to the future of automation.

3 SET CLEAR 
JOURNEY GOALS

7) Experts Say Chatbots Just Got Personal. Ada/Forrester. 2021



EFFECTIVE AND 
EFFICIENT SCALING UP
To operate effectively at scale, you’ll need to make decisions about what level of
automation makes the most sense for your business. For some brands, live human
interactions are key. They make investments in customer service and have
dedicated teams ready to engage. Other brands prefer to automate interactions
where possible with conversational AI and bots to guide customer conversations.

Improving customer personalisation and trust

To deliver the personalisation customers crave, it is critical to integrate systems
such as support knowledge bases, fulfilment and tracking systems, CRMs, ticketing
platforms, and other key data sources within your chatbot. This will allow brands to
capture all interaction details in a single, unified platform and build out a
360-degree view of each customer that will be available to both virtual and
live assistants.

Happy customers create happier and more effective team members. AI-powered
responses, CRM integrations, product recommendations, one-click guided path
journeys, and many 
more capabilities can go 
a long way in renewing 
focus and improving the 
agent experience too, by 
making their jobs easier, 
reducing turnover, and 
improving productivity.

Improving social commerce

Decide how and where you will direct your customers to purchase. An increasing
number of social media and messaging channels support in-app direct checkout. A
frictionless, customer-centric approach that carries some additional inventory and
storefront management efforts by the brand. Currently, these are limited to specific
markets but are a winning choice for a seamless experience.

For markets without in-app checkout, chatbots can direct customers to owned
ecommerce or semi-owned marketplace landing pages. When taking this approach,
it’s important to be meticulous about the landing experience along with the
appropriate measurement tools to monitor drop off as well as accurately attribute
traffic and revenue.

A third option is emerging where brands are managing the entire experience on the
social messaging platform, with a separate yet integrated payment platform to
process the transaction in a secure in-app mini-browser overlay. This approach is
right in the middle as it allows less friction than forcing the consumer to ecommerce,
but also requires deep integration and ongoing management from the brand.

Transform social into a revenue driver and meet customers 
on the 30+ modern channels they prefer, build strong 1:1 

relationships, and convert these conversations into sales.

Combining 
omnichannel coverage 
with advanced AI 
capabilities — from 
virtual assistants that 
make product 
recommendations to 
AI-enabled sales 
specialists delivering 
expert advice

during digital conversations — helps global 
brands fully leverage every engagement.



Not only did this initiative provide an 
accessible and educational experience 

to customers of all ages, but it also 
resulted increased brand awareness 
(3-point lift in campaign awareness) 

and 200,000 messages sent within the 
first 8 weeks after launching.10 The 

success of this campaign showcases 
the importance of leveraging new 

technologies to meet customers' 
needs, anytime and anywhere. 

In 2020, Microsoft closed all but four of their physical retail stores
after realising during the pandemic that its workforce can deliver
great customer service, sales, training, and support from
anywhere. With digital storefronts on Microsoft.com, Xbox, and
Windows that reach more than 1.2 billion customers in 190 markets

a month11, they introduced new services including 1:1 video chat support, online
tutorial videos, virtual workshops and have even more digital solutions in the
works. “It is a new day for how Microsoft Store team members will serve all
customers. We are energized about the opportunity to innovate in how we
engage with all customers, maximize our talent for greatest impact, and most
importantly help our valued customers achieve more,” said Microsoft Corporate
Vice President David Porter.

THE FUTURE
Artificial intelligence is enabling increasingly 

sophisticated chatbots, improving their 
understanding of customer need and intent. 

As we move forward into web 3.0 and more 
immersive virtual experiences, chatbots will evolve 

and adapt to deliver even deeper intelligent 
experiences, creating a complex new world of 

identifying intent through inference. By interacting 
through virtual reality (VR) or augmented reality 

(AR) with consumers directly, ai-powered assistants 
will have a huge variety of data points to analyse 

including zero-party data, speech recognition, 
natural language processing, virtual body
language, and a slew of rich behavioural 
cues for a hyper-personalised experience. 
In a VR and AR-powered metaverse, 
interacting with a virtual assistant 
will be very similar to speaking 
with a human.

BRAND TO WATCH: 
MICROSOFT

CASE STUDY
Maggi

Maggi, a food brand based in Frankfurt, Germany, sells seasonings, instant soups,
and noodles purchased by 71% of Germans8. Their online cooking school (Maggi
Kochstudio) reaches over 1.5 million people per day9 making them a digital leader
among German food brands. Despite this success, Maggi recognised they needed
to stay relevant and personally connect with their customers and find new ways to
meet their customers where they were. They decided to launch a conversational
commerce initiative for their Kochstudio to help people learn how to cook using
both Facebook and WhatsApp Business API.

Maggi created Kim, a purpose-built digital assistant available 24/7 to share
cooking instructions, personalised advice, links to helpful videos, and lists of
ingredients for recipes and even provide nutritional education through short quizzes,
all through WhatsApp.



KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Artificial intelligence conversational technology has reached the 

necessary sophistication levels required to meet the demand for 

personalisation in marketing and commerce modern consumers crave.

• Direct messaging with a brand has inarguable higher levels of consumer 

trust compared to cookie tracking across the web, providing the 

optimal channel for personalised marketing to flourish.

• Social media platforms provide the perfect ecosystems for 

customers to interact and convert with chatbots, allowing brands 

to remain top of mind.

• Commerce is increasingly taking place via chatbots with projected 

global conversational commerce sales reaching £142BN.  

• Crafting a brand’s conversational commerce strategy requires 

an honest audit of existing activity, an understanding of customer 

behaviours, platform strengths and clear journey goals.

• Effective scaling up requires deep integration of data points 

to continue delivering trust and personalisation with dedicated 

strategic commercial and technology experts on hand.

CONCLUSION

Whilst a conversational commerce strategy may seem daunting and

intricate, it is by no means unattainable. From improving service levels to 

increasing product discovery or even making a sale, integrating chatbot 

technology with live agents and commerce platforms will deliver success to 

any business across all verticals.   The increased sense of trust and safety in a 

closed, two-way communication environment allows brands to build 

conversational commerce experiences that are truly personalised, driving 

higher brand equity and affinity. 

Debbie Ellison, Global Chief Digital Officer for VMLY&R Commerce says: “ Lots 

of our brands are looking to understand their shoppers more intimately by 

creating more personalised and culturally relevant commerce experiences. 

Whilst there is increasing hunger from brands to deliver these connections, an 

often-fragmented ecosystem is making valuable interactions more difficult. 

The power of AI-powered chatbots allows brands to engage in conversations 

that add value to customers in their favourite direct messaging and social 

media apps”.



ABOUT VMLY&R COMMERCE
VMLY&R COMMERCE is WPP’s end-to-end Creative Commerce Company. It’s our
promise that “Creative Commerce Converts” as we work to deliver creativity that
inspires conversion in the moment – regardless of channel. We believe commerce is
the next great canvas for creativity, driving both brand equity and commercial
impact. By reinventing how we work – via our Connected Commerce Platform – we
take a unified view of the purchase journey, to arrive at the most creatively
engaging, culturally relevant commerce experiences. That can be anywhere life
intersects with commerce – from physical stores to e-commerce, branded
experiences to out-of-home, content to product packaging, social commerce to live
streaming, voice, and visual search to gaming, and more. We do this as part of a
network of 13,000 specialists across 44 countries globally. For more information, visit
www.vmlyrcommerce.com

Social Commerce+ is our innovative practice designed to help brands accelerate
purchase and business growth by connecting commerce to social. The practice
turns the traditional marketing funnel on its head, by identifying business goals from
the outset e.g., volume of instore /online sales, subscriptions or footfall, followed by
calculation of a unique blend of channels needed to deliver the goals. The model
leverages paid social channels and media buying to one that leverages a broader
collection of touch points to drive incremental reach and conversion.

For more information, please contact:

Debbie Ellison, Global Chief Digital Officer
VMLY&R Commerce, Debbie.Ellison@vmlyrcommerce.com

ABOUT SPRINKLR
Sprinklr is a leading enterprise software company for all customer-facing functions.
With advanced AI, Sprinklr's unified customer experience management (Unified-
CXM) platform helps companies deliver human experiences to every customer, every
time, across any modern channel. Headquartered in New York City with employees
around the world, Sprinklr works with more than 1,000 of the world’s most valuable
enterprises — global brands like Microsoft, P&G, Samsung and more than 50% of the
Fortune 100. For more information, visit www.sprinklr.com

One of the most important decisions to make when implementing conversational
commerce is selecting the right technology platform. Sprinklr’s unified customer
experience management (Unified-CXM) platform combines omnichannel coverage
with advanced AI capabilities to help global brands fully leverage every customer
engagement.

For more information, please contact:
Mark Nall, Agency Alliances Manager
Sprinklr, Mark.Nall@sprinklr.com




